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On Tuesday of this week, the world awoke to learn that Russian President Vladimir Putin had ordered Russian 
forces to seize the Luhansk and Donetsk regions of Ukraine for what he called peace-keeping purposes. 
Following this, on Thursday, Russia launched a full-scale invasion of the rest of Ukraine. The U.S. and other 
nations have imposed economic sanctions on Russia and are prepared to announce further sanctions. Before 
rushing to arrive at conclusions, it is important to refresh one's memory regarding the road that led to the 
current situation and to examine what the root cause of the situation might be.  

How Did We Get Here? 

In 1989, the Berlin Wall fell and the world embraced the end of the cold war and a new era of peace. Two 
years later in 1991, Mikhail Gorbachev as leader of the Soviet Union, agreed to allow the Soviet Union to 
disband into independent republics and to allow the members of the Warsaw Pact - those communist countries 
in eastern Europe that formed a buffer zone between the Soviet Union and the NATO countries of western 
Europe - to become democracies.  

By the end of the 1990s, NATO had embarked on a path that involved expanding eastward by absorbing the 
former Warsaw Pact countries. As NATO expanded eastward, Russia's then-President Boris Yeltsin repeatedly 
condemned and called for an end to this expansion. Since Vladimir Putin became Russia's president in 2000, 
NATO's eastward expansion has continued and Mr. Putin's requests that this expansion cease have been 
ignored. Since a country's membership in NATO presents the possibility that it might be used by NATO to host 
nuclear missiles aimed at Russia, NATO's eastward expansion towards Russia during the last twenty-five 
years has caused growing alarm in the Kremlin. Recall that in 1962, the Cuban missile crisis was triggered by 
essentially the same thing - the prospect of Russian nuclear weapons located 90 miles from U.S. soil and 
aimed at American cities. The U.S. response in 1962 was severe but justified, so it should not come as a 
surprise that Russia has responded with force.  

We cannot presume to know what Mr. Putin is thinking but it looks like Russia will not tolerate any further 
eastward expansion of NATO towards its borders. In response, the U.S. and its allies have imposed and will 
increase economic sanctions on Russia unless it withdraws its forces. Although there are some who think a 
NATO military response is warranted, the U.S. and NATO did not come to the aid of Hungary in 1956 and 
Czechoslovakia in 1968 when the Soviet Union re-occupied those countries to quell uprisings. This, and the 
fact that Ukraine is not a NATO member, is probably why the U.S. has ruled out a NATO military response. 
With neither side willing to back down and lose face, Mr. Putin has said he is willing to look at further diplomacy 
to solve the crisis. This provides a way out for both sides but until then, the post-invasion war of words will 
continue and the sanctions will remain. 

The Market's Response 

For investors, the potential for an increase in sanctions and the impact this may have on equities appears to be 
the main risk presently. Russia is a significant producer of energy and commodities. It is estimated that Russia 
accounts for 13% of global fertilizer production, 4% of copper, 10% of nickel, 6% of uranium and that Russia 
and Ukraine together produce 29% of the world's wheat. So, sanctions targeting Russia's output could reduce 
the availability of oil, natural gas and many commodities that already are in tight supply, exacerbating forces 
that have pushed inflation to levels not seen in 40 years. It could also affect the timing and size of rate hikes by 
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central banks as they try to control inflation. Conventional thinking suggests that the inflationary effects of 
sanctions will require more and larger rate hikes but more and larger rate hikes from central banks could push 
economies into a recession. So central banks will have a tough balancing act ahead, especially in an 
environment of escalating sanctions.  

Will sanctions be effective in forcing Russia to withdraw from Ukraine? For now, this appears uncertain 
because it is estimated that Russia has approximately US$600 billion of foreign currency reserves, a budget 
based on an oil price that is half what the price is today and a debt-to-GDP ratio of only 18 percent. So Russia 
looks well protected against near-term and medium-term pressures. 

Tuesday's action by Russia caused equity markets to fall during the next two days but although Thursday's 
move by Russia to annex all of Ukraine may have been a surprise, the move up in the TSX Composite and the 
S&P 500 indices on Thursday suggests investors do not expect much negative impact on equities from 
sanctions, at least for now. 

This aggression by Russia comes when the financial markets have been under pressure as we prepare for an 
end to quantitative easing by the world's central banks, the prospect of rising interest rates and the reality of 
higher inflation. Perhaps, these factors will be more of a driver of markets over the next several months than is 
the situation in Ukraine. The table below shows the impact over the last three days in North America on energy 
prices, energy stocks, gold and the share prices of selected defense contractors.  

Index/Security Last 3 Days Thursday Wednesday Tuesday 

S&P TSX Composite Index -1.2% 0.1% -0.8% -0.5% 

S&P 500 Index -1.4% 1.5% -1.8% -1.0% 

S&P TSX Energy Index -1.4% -0.9% 1.0% -1.5% 

S&P 500 Energy Index -6.7% -6.9% 0.3% -0.1% 

Gold 1.4% 0.8% 0.2% 0.4% 

Crude Oil (WTI) 1.7% 0.8% -0.3% 1.2% 

Natural Gas (NYMEX) 3.1% -1.2% 2.8% 1.5% 

Raytheon Corp. 0.9% 2.2% 1.4% 0.2% 

Northrop Grumman 1.1% 2.4% 1.2% -0.1% 

Lockheed 2.4% 1.8% 0.7% -0.1% 

Boeing -5.1% 1.0% -1.2% 4.9% 

General Dynamic 1.0% 1.0% -0.3% 0.5% 

Source: Bloomberg. 

In Europe, amid low natural gas storage levels and a heavy reliance on Russian energy, natural gas prices are 
at new all-time highs on concerns surrounding gas deliveries to the rest of Europe, fears that Ukraine’s gas 
pipeline network could be impacted by the invasion and the impact to future supplies of natural gas due to 
Germany's decision to halt the Nord Stream 2 pipeline. In the U.K., natural gas prices are now above 
US$40/Mcf and the price in the Netherlands is above US$42. 

What Should Investors Do? 

First, investors should keep monitoring the situation because it will most likely keep changing. The odds that 
sanctions will steadily increase is high and creates risk, so a higher cash position may be considered. Second, 
investors should not lose their focus and should continue to invest in high-quality companies with good cash 
flows. Finally, investors should see that Russia's aggression does not change the reality that they should 
consider preparing portfolios for the impact of higher interest rates by seeking out those companies whose 
businesses benefit from higher rates and also consider those companies that have a track record of growing 
dividends because this can help to offset the impact of inflation in portfolios. 

In the meantime, perhaps NATO and the U.S. will take Mr. Putin up on his offer to negotiate a settlement, one 
that will address the alarm with which the Kremlin has viewed NATO's eastward expansion. Then we might see 
Russian forces withdrawn from Ukraine and peace secured in the region. 
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This report is issued and approved for distribution to clients in Canada by registered representatives of CIBC Wood Gundy, a division of CIBC World 
Markets Inc., Member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund and Member of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada, and by 
its affiliates via their registered representatives. This report is not authorized for distribution in the United States. This document and any of the 
products and information contained herein are not intended for the use of private investors in the United Kingdom. 

This report is provided for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities discussed herein in 
any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation would be prohibited. 

The securities mentioned in this report may not be suitable for all types of investors. This report does not take into account the investment objectives, 
financial situation or specific needs of any particular client of CIBC Wood Gundy. Recipients should consider this report as only a single factor in 
making an investment decision and should not rely solely on investment recommendations contained herein, if any, as a substitution for the exercise 
of independent judgment of the merits and risks of investments. CIBC Wood Gundy suggests that, prior to making an investment decision with 
respect to any security recommended in this report, the recipient should contact one of our client advisers in the recipient’s jurisdiction to discuss the 
recipient’s particular circumstances. Non-client recipients of this report should consult with an independent financial advisor prior to making any 
investment decision based on this report or for any necessary explanation of its contents. CIBC Wood Gundy will not treat non-client recipients as its 
clients by virtue of their receiving this report. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results, and no representation or warranty, express or 
implied, is made regarding future performance of any security mentioned in this report. 

Information, opinions and statistical data contained in this report were obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable, but CIBC Wood 
Gundy does not represent that any such information, opinion or statistical data is accurate or complete (with the exception of information contained in 
the Important Disclosures section of this report provided by CIBC World Markets or individual research analysts), and they should not be relied upon 
as such. All estimates, opinions and recommendations expressed herein constitute judgments as of the date of this report and are subject to change 
without notice. 

Nothing in this report constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice. Since the levels and bases of taxation can change, any reference in this report to 
the impact of taxation should not be construed as offering tax advice on the tax consequences of investments. As with any investment having 
potential tax implications, clients should consult with their own independent tax adviser. 

© 2022 CIBC World Markets Inc. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use, distribution, duplication or disclosure without the prior written permission of 
CIBC World Markets is prohibited by law and may result in prosecution. 

CIBC Private Wealth Management consists of services provided by CIBC and certain of its subsidiaries, including CIBC Wood Gundy, a division of 
CIBC World Markets Inc. CIBC Private Wealth Management is a registered trademark of CIBC, used under license. “Wood Gundy” is a registered 
trademark of CIBC World Markets Inc. 

The CIBC logo and "CIBC Private Wealth" are trademarks of CIBC, used under license. 
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